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The global brain is a neuroscience-inspired and futurological vision of the planetary information and
communications technology network that interconnects all humans and their technological artifacts.As this
network stores ever more information, takes over ever more functions of coordination and communication
from traditional organizations, and becomes increasingly intelligent, it increasingly ...
Global brain - Wikipedia
Islamic revival (Arabic: ØªØ¬Ø¯ÙŠØ¯ â€Ž tajdÄ«d, lit. "regeneration, renewal"; also Ø§Ù„ØµØ-ÙˆØ©
Ø§Ù„Ø¥Ø³Ù„Ø§Ù…ÙŠØ© aá¹£-á¹¢aá¸¥wah l-Ê¾IslÄ•miyyah, "Islamic awakening") refers to a revival of the
Islamic religion.. Within the Islamic tradition, tajdid has been an important religious concept, which has
manifested itself throughout Islamic history in periodic calls for a renewed commitment to ...
Islamic revival - Wikipedia
This part of the globalissues.org web site looks into the issue of racism. In some places around the world,
racial hatred is increasing. Many modern conflicts also have some roots in ethnicity.
Racism â€” Global Issues
Palestine, area of the eastern Mediterranean region, comprising parts of modern Israel and the Palestinian
territories of the Gaza Strip (along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea) and the West Bank (the area west of
the Jordan River).. The term Palestine has been associated variously and sometimes controversially with this
small region, which some have asserted also includes Jordan.
Palestine | History, People, & Religion | Britannica.com
In The Shadows of Glories Past Jihad for Modern Science in Muslim Societies, 1850 to The Arab Spring, 1st
Edition. By John W. Livingston. The title of this volume implies two things: the greatness of the scientific
tradition that Muslims had lost, and the power of the West, in whose threatening shadow reformers now
labored to modernize in order to defend themselves against those very powers ...
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Religion, after all, is a powerful constituent of cultural norms and values, and because it addresses the most
profound existential issues of human life (e.g., freedom and inevitability, fear and faith, security and
insecurity, right and wrong, sacred and profane), religion is deeply implicated in individual and social
conceptions of peace.
Religion and Peacebuilding | Religion Peace Conflict Journal
In recent years, the news media have followed their audienceâ€™s lead and gone mobile, working to make
their reporting accessible to the roughly seven-in-ten American adults who own a smartphone. With both a
smaller screen size and an audience more apt to be dipping in and out of news, many question ...
Long-Form Reading Shows Signs of Life in Our Mobile News
Internat Ional Federat on oF Jounal sts iii The IFJ Code of Principles for the Conduct of Journalism: A Global
Standard for Ethics The Code of Principles adopted by the International Federation of Journalists almost 60
years ago
e U TH T ell yo T o - Ethical Journalism Initiative
Global eradication of polio: the case for â€œfinishing the jobâ€• Chandrakant Lahariya a Introduction. The
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reduction of the number of children affected by polio from 1000 per day 1 in 1988 to about 5 per day 2 in
2006 is a no mean feat by any standard. However, the target established by the World Health Assembly 3
called for the eradication of polio by 2000, seven years ago.
WHO | Global eradication of polio: the case for â€œfinishing
Download "Summary + PDF: Basic Economics, by Thomas Sowell" as PDF. Have you ever wondered how
the economy works â€“ how millions of individuals can buy and sell goods and services without a master
coordinator?
Summary + PDF: Basic Economics, by Thomas Sowell | Allen Cheng
By Lee Penn . Theosophy is a blend of distorted forms of Hinduism and Buddhism with Western occultism.
[1] This spiritual movement took its modern form in 1875 in New York City, when Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
founded the Theosophical Society. [2] Her two principal books were Isis Unveiled and The Secret Doctrine;
she also began the magazine Lucifer in 1887. [3]
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